Release 2003 of the Powder Diffraction File (PDF) contains~280,000 unique entries organized in a series of tables in a relational database format. The PDF is available in two products, PDF-4/Full File and PDF-4/Organics, which allow users to access and query over 150 million filled entry fields. An editorial database is used to generate the commercial products that contain tables of experimental details and statistical evaluation criteria used by the editors to evaluate quality and determine quality marks for each entry in the PDF. This editorial database has nearly doubled the searchable entry fields. This database was mined to evaluate experimental methods in X-ray diffraction.
INTRODUCTION
The recent conversion of the Powder Diffraction File (PDF) to a relational database (RDB) has facilitated editorial review and data mining studies. Simultaneously, the PDF has grown significantly due to strategic collaborations with large crystallographic database organizations. The data in the PDF now represents a significant population of the world X-ray analyses. These two developments were combined to conduct a study of experimental techniques by data mining the large collection of material data sets present in the PDF.
EXPERIMENTAL
The Powder Diffraction File (PDF) editorial database was used in this analysis. This editorial database is a master database used to generate ICDDcomparison to the commercial products it contains additional data fields and in-process data prior to publication. For this study, the in-process data included material data sets that had been entered into the system and had passed initial review by the ICDD automated data checking programs, it did not include newly entered data prior to statistical analysis. This corresponds to the data which have passed the second step of the ICDD -tier editorial review process. The ICDD editorial process complies with ISO 9001:2000 standard [1] .
The editorial database is very dynamic as data sets are being evaluated, edited and added on a daily basis. Any analysis of this database needs to be done as a snapshot in time. The data in the Powder Diffraction File is received from several different sources, converted into a common format and editorially reviewed. In recent years, the ICDD has entered into a series of strategic partnerships with crystallographic database organizations to provide a comprehensive coverage of materials for the diffraction community. Table I outlines the number of material data sets used in this analysis as of June 2003 and the source organizations for the data. Since this article s focus is on experimental methodology, readers need to realize that the PDF editorial database contains significant bias. Every data set has been statistically analyzed and reviewed by the editorial procedures and editorial teams of the source organization and then again by the editorial procedures and staff at the ICDD. This is shown schematically in Figure 1 . For example, considerable time and effort has been expended removing duplicate entries from the above sources. Figure 1 . Editorial work flow for data entries in the Powder Diffraction File. Literature data is extracted or created (grants) by one of six sources. Contributing crystallographic organizations perform an editorial review. Edited data is then processed through a four step review process at the ICDD. Organizations are defined in Table I , MPDS is Material Phases Data Systems.
The editorial database is in a relational database format (RDB) [2] . RDB information in several interrelated tables. The feature gives pliable access to the database facilitating data mining studies [3, 4] . The format is compatible with the use of Boolean operators and combined search conditions to rapidly extract information. As shown in Table II , the data itself is organized and classified by dozens of classification systems which are linked to a common chemical name and formula by the PDF number. Select fields were queried to examine the influence of experimental technique. These fields related to quality measurements and to instrumental and experimental conditions. Figure 2 demonstrates the Quality Index distribution for major portions of the PDF. The The quality index is calculated from the estimated standard deviation of a unit cell parameter divided by the value of the unit cell parameter and is measured in parts per million (ppm). For crystallographic systems with multiple cell edges the quality index is averaged, therefore there is a single quality index for each material data set. The number is then converted to a letter scale with each letter representing an order of magnitude in the quality index. For example, a material data set was published for silicon [5] , PDF 00-27-1402, with a reported a cell edge of 5.43088 (4) . The measured quality index of the specimen is 7 ppm (0.00004/5.43088 x 10 6 ) which translates to a letter of A. If the measured quality index was 70 ppm, this would translate to a letter of B, and so on. Minus denotes the high end of each letter range. In some of the following figures the letters D, E or F are omitted if they had zero population. Numbers in the following figures do not exactly match the numbers presented in Table I since not all data sets have refined unit cell parameters. The exact population studied is given in each figure. The quality index is based on refined peak positions and is a measurement of the precision of the determination. These data sets have been edited to improve the quality of data. The ICDD editorial system independently calculates and refines a unit cell. This unit cell is compared to the author s reported value and replaces the author s cell if the calculation is a significant improvement. The Quality Index populations shown in Figure 2b were taken after editorial review where~50% of the lattice determinations have been editorially improved. The Quality Index can also be influenced by the type of material being analyzed, its crystallinity, crystal system, and linear coefficient of thermal expansion. The later is important since expansion/contraction is often measured in ppm and temperatures may vary by a few degrees or more during the course of an experiment. For example, the data in Figure 2a are primarily from organic and organometallic compounds. The large population of data with a B-Quality Index would signify high precision considering the high thermal expansion and low symmetry typical in many of these compounds. Alternatively, the larger % populations of A, A-, and B Quality Indices shown in Figure  2c are consistent with the population of well crystallized, low expansion ceramics. The broad distribution of Quality Indices in Figure 2b is consistent with the diversified material base which includes highly crystalline ceramics as well as a large collection of clays and polymers which are dimensionally ordered and/or poorly crystalline. These later materials are often more suitable for analysis by powder diffraction due to these constraints. Figure 3a shows the % of single crystal determinations with a reported R factor under 5% as a function of time for organic and organometallic materials. Figure 3b shows the star population of powder data as a function of time which closely corresponds to Figure 3c that plots the use of standards in powder diffraction as a function of time.
DISCUSSION
Analyses of the database show a very dramatic improvement in the quality of data as a function of time. For single crystal data, R factors at 3, 5, 10 and 15% were examined and plotted as a function of time. Figure 3a is representative of this series, which shows a sharp increase in lower R factors particularly during the 1970 s and 1980 hypothesize that this increase corresponds to the commercial availability of highly automated goniometers combined with the global emergence of direct method structure solution techniques. For powder diffraction data, time. Star quality data is defined by an average delta two theta of 0.03 degrees or lower, a maximum acceptable deviation of 0.05 degrees for any single peak in the pattern, complete peak assignment and indexing, and the absence of impurity phases. Figures 3b  and 3c show a nearly linear increase in star quality patterns from 1970 to present is closely correlated to the increased use of standards in powder diffraction analyses. The later can also be connected to the effectiveness of the NIST Material (SRM) program in making standards globally available and the ICDDin-Aid Program which accounts for~30% of the patterns collected during this period.
The grant program requires the use of SRM The fact that 80% of current submissions use standards shows that the practice is now common procedure. Other factors contributing to the quality improvement with time include the increased use of monochromatic radiation, focusing optics and the use of digital recording devices versus visual reading of X-ray films and film intensities. Figure 4 shows the quality index populations as a function of optical configuration for 3 common cameras and powder diffractometers. The data would indicate that more precise data has been taken with powder diffractometers. The majority of camera data sets used film recording. The instruments with focusing optics, diffractometers (Seeman-Bohlin) and Guinier cameras produced a better quality index. Several additional analyses were performed on instrumental subsets. For example, delta two theta as a function of camera radius was examined for the 6,507 Debye-Sherrer data sets (not shown). As expected and described by Cullity [6] , we observed increased precision with increasing camera radius, due to improved angular resolution. As shown in Figure 5 , we also examined the combination of monochromatic incident beam radiation (Ge crystal) and focusing optics. Versus their parent population distributions (Compare 5a with 4d and 5b with 4c), a dramatic improvement in Quality Index is observed, including a nearly complete absence of D and F data sets. Klug and Alexander [7] carefully described the various instrumental contributions to peak profiles, one of the largest being the influence of the wavelength dispersion of the incident radiation and how these contributions can effect peak positions. Snyder and Jenkins [8] also describe various non-linear positional errors including an alpha 1 shift due to alpha 2. Since Quality Index (QI) is a measure of positional precision, the observed changes in QI can be interpreted from these references. Figure 6 . Quality Index population (%) for data sets using various external and internal standards a) lanthanum hexaboride, 170 data sets, b) alumina, 1,048 data sets, c) fluorophlogopite, 240 data sets, d) silicon, 9,655 data sets, and e) tungsten, 540 data sets.
Finally, Figure 6 shows the effect of using various standards on the quality index of powder diffraction data sets. Overall, the use of standards improves the precision of the data sets. This can be seen by comparing these QI distributions with those in Figures 2  and 4 . Higher populations of C QI data are seen for fluorophlogopite ( Figure 6c ) and tungsten ( Figure 6e ). Both these standards calibrate narrow two theta angular ranges. The former does not have significant (high intensity) calibration peaks at high angles and the later does have significant calibration peaks at low angles. An angular range mismatch between the standard and specimen can easily degrade the precision of the analysis. We also studied subsets of these standard reference materials (SRM) as internal and external standards [9] . The analysis (not shown) demonstrated that LaB6 (SRM 660a) performs well as either an internal or external standard, alumina plate (SRM 1976) excels as an external standard while silicon (SRM 640c) excels as an internal standard. The above conditions resulted in >70% star quality designations for analyses using these standards. The excellent results for alumina plate are intriguing since the plate does not correct for specimen displacement which is often cited [8] as the largest source of error in powder diffraction experiments. It does promote the effectiveness of using a pre-prepared specimen in obtaining consistency and high precision. A pre-prepared specimen, such as SRM 1976, reduces specimen transparency and absorption errors [7, 8] to a constant. The results are not necessarily contradictory since QI is primarily a measurement of precision, not accuracy. An excellent discussion of the use of cell parameter esd compare in interlaboratory round robins is given in reference 10 by Masciocchi and Artioli. They state that precision can often be measured in ppm, but that accuracy beyond 10 -4 is difficult to obtain. A similar result was reported on d-spacing accuracy (d-quality) by Wong-Ng and Hubbard [11] .
Authors note: At the end of the above study the authors had identified the influence of time on the precision of the data (Figure 3) as well as the influence on the type of standard used ( Figure 6 ). We realized that some of the data trends shown in Figure 6 , particularly those for well established older standard reference materials could be influenced by both factors. To separate out the influences we studied only those material data sets supplied by qualified laboratories (ICDD grantee ! 1990. In studying 4,034 post 1990 data sets using Si as a standard reference material we saw a dramatic improvement in the QI distribution in that the total % of high precision data (A&B Quality Index) rose to~95% of the distribution.
CONCLUSIONS
The PDF of~280,000 materials was data mined to examine trends in experimental methods and quality. The study clearly showed the improvement in quality and precision of X-ray analyses data over the past 100 years and the dramatic improvement in the last 30 years. A nearly linear increase in powder diffraction over the past 30 years can be traced to the practice and use of calibration standards. The study confirmed, with large populations of data, previously observed improvements in precision with the use of focusing and parafocusing optics, larger radii, and the use of incident beam monochromatic radiation. The study also confirmed that matching the angular calibration range of the specimen to the standard is important in obtaining precise data. Greater than 50% of the reported lattice dimensions were improvised by careful refinement during the ICDD Overall, the quality of large database populations reflects the types of materials studied, the hardware used, and data reduction procedures.
